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[FBIS Report] The following lists selected reports carried in the Montenegrin press on 7 March. Further processing is indicated below. To request processing, please contact FBIS at (outside US); or fax

Vijesti 7 Mar (Podgorica Vijesti in Serbo-Croatian -- privately owned daily)

1. p 2 Report by P. Janicic on SNP Chairman Predrag Bulatovic saying that he knew in advance about Kostunica-Djukanovic meeting. (3#)

2. p 2 Report by R.V. on Kostunica-Djukanovic meeting. Djukanovic wants negotiations to result in a treaty, Kostunica wants a new constitution. (3#)

3. p 3 Report by Ndj.R. on DPS spokesman Igor Lukic saying that Montenegro wants to retain control over customs administration and taxation. (3#)

4. p 3 Another letter by NS chairman Dragan Soc, criticizing Montenegrin president for failing to condemn attempt to murder NS senior member Vojsin Lazarevic. (3#)

5. p 4 Report by B.B. on Institute for Strategic Studies analysing Montenegrin deficit. (3#; processing)
6. p 5 Report by V.L. on director of Montenegrin statistics department saying that census should not be organized this year. (MORE)

7. p 5 Report by S.B. on Montenegrin Electricity Board advertising an electricity import tender. (25)

8. p 6 Report on Serbian Orthodox Church priest attacking his colleague from Montenegrin Orthodox Church. (199, processing)

9. p 8 report by V.B. and O.P. on fire spreading through old forests near Mojkovac. (300)

10. p 8 Report by B.C. saying that a number of people reported seeing UFOs near Bijelo Polje. (35)

11. p 9 Report by B.C. on plans to open local Montenegrin TV studio in Bijelo Polje. (12)

Pobjeda 7 Mar (Podgorica Pobjeda in Serbo-Croatian -- daily newspaper owned and controlled by the Montenegrin Government)

1. p 3 Report by A.I. Radulovic on Foreign Minister Branko Lukovac commenting on results of his visit to the United States. (499, processing)

2. p 7 Report by M. Jelic on Pijevija coalmine increasing its coal production. (22)

Dan 7 Mar (Podgorica Dan in Serbo-Croatian -- opposition daily that supports Momir Bulatovic and the NSS; extremely critical of Djukanovic)

1. p 2 Report by M.P. on SSJ Chairman Borislav Pelevic criticizing army prosecutor for releasing Alija Dzekatavic. (319)

2. p 2 Report by D. Manojlovic saying that EU representative Javier Solana arranged the Kostaunica-Djukanovic meeting. (499)

3. p 3 Report by J.N. on DPS Spokesman Igor Lukic saying that the Independence referendum remains a part of the agreement on future of the common state. (19)

4. p 3 Report by J.N. on LSCG spokesman Slavko Perovic saying that the Kostaunica-Djukanovic meeting shows that prevailing trend will lead to the restoration of Yugoslavia. (25)

5. p 5 Report by R.D. on unnamed source reporting on disagreements between police factions supporting former and current Montenegrin Interior minister. (15, processing)

6. p 11 G. Petrovic introduces interview with SPO Chairman Vuk Draskovic, who criticizes Serbia's Djindjic. (69)

Glas Crnjogoraca 7 Mar (Podgorica Glas Crnjogoraca in Serbo-Croatian -- opposition daily that supports Predrag Bulatovic's SNP and its coalition with DOS in the FRY but is critical of Serbian PM Djindjic)

1. p 3 Report by J.J.S. on SNP chief whip Vuksan Simonovic saying that preservation of the common state is more important than presidential elections. (499)

2. p 3 Report by M. Prelelic saying that pro-independence DPS Presidency members were not invited to the most recent session. (319)

3. p 4 Report by J.S. on DPS senior member Vojin Djukanovic saying that EU proposal means a short-lived confederation followed by independence referendum. (25)

4. p 6 Second part of text of unattributed Most project. (MORE)
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